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Search raw data directly with MSFragger* 
integration or load precursor intensity 
data from FragPipe

Build a complete DDA / DIA pipeline 
using Scaffold 5 DDA library exports 
and Scaffold DIA

Upload data to PRIDE using mzIdentML 
exports

Core facilities: collaborate using the 
cross-platform free Scaffold Viewer, 
Excel reports, and mzIdentML exports

*MSFragger license required; free for academic labs 

Load data from Mascot, Proteome 
Discoverer, MaxQuant, and more

Researchers: process raw data into 
results using a single program

Visualize differential expression and 
statistical significance using spectrum 
counting or precursor intensity

Volcano Plot

Control experiment-wide FDR using 
Percolator and validate peptide 
identifications using spectrum 
visualization

Classify proteins by biological 
function with Gene Ontology (GO) 
and pathway annotations

The Industry Standard MS/MS
Proteomics Tool

MZID
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Simple, Experiment-driven 
Quantitative Analysis for 
Proteomics

Combine multiple complex Scaffold 
experiments, or directly load Mascot or 
PEAKS mzIdentML files

Import CSV files containing sample 
metadata to automatically configure your 
experimental design and organize samples

Quantify differential expression 
using spectral counts or precursor 
intensities and test for statistical 
significance

Normalize, roll-up, and interpret
biological differences and find sources 
of technical variation at the fraction, 
technical, and biological replicate level

Select the most appropriate experi-
mental design with easy-to-use wizards:
basic, repeated measures, or two way

Assess biological meaning with gene 
ontology (GO) annotations

Analyze your data using PCA and 
heatmaps. Scaffold LFQ's flexible 
organization is an ideal environment 
for exploratory data analysis 

Share data using the free Scaffold LFQ Viewer 
or exportable reports and graphics
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Quantify proteins using iTRAQ, 
TMT, SILAC, or precursor intensity
values

Ensure quantitative confidence 
regardless of experiment type with 
parametric and non-parametric 
statistical analysis 

Determine significance and test for
validity with assumption testing

Mean/Density Chart

Define experiment-specific parameters 
using the experimental design wizard

Collaborate with colleagues or customers 
using sharable Scaffold files, Excel reports, 
and exportable images 

Analyze various experimental designs, 
and normalize across samples using 
common or pooled references

Compare independent groups, 
repeated measures, or time-course 
experiments

Visualize protein-level changes across 
samples using fold changes, intensity 
values, or quantitative ratios

A Full Suite of Tools for
Reporter Ion and
SILAC Quantitation
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Illuminating the World of 
Protein Post Translational 
Modifications

Evaluate modification site 
assignment confidence using Ascore 
and Ascore-derived probabilities

Annotate motifs reported in the 
literature and associate specific 
enzymes and kinases with PTM sites

Compare samples with modified spectra 
using differential expression

Assess the significance of differences 
between modified and unmodified 
intensities using statistical testing

Adjust quantitative values in 
enriched samples to properly reflect 
differential modification 

Import Scaffold Q+S data from 
unenriched samples to get background
protein levels

Export quantitative data 
from Scaffold Q+S and 
analyze it at the modsite 
level in Scaffold PTM 

Share results with the 
free Scaffold PTM viewer

Protein/Modsite Scatterplot
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Identify and quantify small molecules 
using MS1 or MS/MS data 

Search multiple spectral libraries including 
NIST, HMDB, and LIPID MAPS

Scaffold Software Meets 
Small Molecule LC-MS 
Analysis

Track isotopic-labeled compounds 
using metabolic flux analysis

2H15 18

Load raw data* from major vendor 
instruments, including Thermo, Sciex, 
and Agilent

*Windows is required to process vendor-formatted raw files

Create personal spectral libraries 
using spectra from your instrument

Quantify, determine statistical 
significance, and visualize results

Validate potential identifications using ID 
scores, fragmentation patterns, isotopic 
distributions, and chromatographic shapes 

Share results with colleagues 
or customers using the free 
Scaffold Elements Viewer

Import CSV files containing sample 
metadata to automatically configure your 
experimental design and organize samples

Volcano Plot
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Look and Feel of Scaffold, 
the Power of DIA

Organize complex data sets by 
defining experimental conditions, fractions, 
biological, and technical replicates 

*Windows is required to process vendor-formatted raw files

Control FDR with Percolator and filter 
results by statistical significance, GO terms, 
or modifications using Scaffold DIA's 
protein-centric interface

Quantify via fragment chromatograms 
to avoid precursor interference effects,
then determine significance using 
t-test, ANOVA, or the permutation test

Track quantitative trends with 
advanced statistical analysis, built-in
heatmaps, and PCA

Volcano Plot

Share data using the free Scaffold DIA 
Viewer, Excel-formatted exports, and 
publication-quality images

Manage and combine various DDA or 
sample-specific DIA-only libraries, and 
download Prosit predictions 

Search raw DIA data* from major vendor
instruments, including Thermo, Sciex, 
and Agilent against one or more libraries
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Experiment-driven
Labeled and Label-free
Quantitative Analysis

Quantify differential expression 
and test for statistical significance

Normalize, roll-up, and interpret
biological differences and find sources 
of technical variation at the fraction, 
technical, and biological replicate level

Select the most appropriate experi-
mental design with easy-to-use wizards:
basic, repeated measures, or two way

Assess biological meaning with gene 
ontology (GO) annotations

Analyze your data using PCA and 
heatmaps. Scaffold Quant’s flexible 
organization is an ideal environment 
for exploratory data analysis 

Share data using the free Scaffold Quant 
Viewer or exportable reports and graphics

Analyze iTRAQ/TMT data from Proteome 
Discoverer, Mascot, or PEAKS mzIdentML 
files or label-free/isobaric-labeled samples 
from Scaffold


